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Johnson:
I will be

guided by
students' needs
Charlotte Johnson, '88, the Law
School's new Director of Academic
Services, devoted her first day on the job
last March to the University's required
orientation for new employees. By
morning of her second day, her office
brightened with a vase of fresh flowers
but otherwise still bare of the touches
that will make it hers, she already has a
stack of brochures on her desktop:
"Campus Connections: 1996/97 Guide to
Campus Resources for Students of Color."
"I will be guided by students' needs,"
she says. 'The students here are so
extraordinary." She says she also wants to
make Law School students aware of the
many services that the Law School offers
and help them to use the wealth of
assistance that is available to them.
"There is a tremendous amount of
opportunity during law school for
growing on many different levels," she
says. "I will encourage students to take
advantage of the many resources and
activities here at the Law School, which I
believe foster such growth."
Before coming to the Law School,
Johnson spent eight years as a litigator
with the Detroit law firm Garan, Lucow,
Miller, Seward & Becker, where she was a
partner. "I enjoyed many aspects of
litigation, enjoyed trial work and my
colleagues at the firm," she says. "But this
opportunity came along and I couldn't
pass it up for lots of reasons. First, and
foremost, it gives me a chance to have an
impact on students.
"Dares McCree [who retired last year
and served on the search committee that
named Johnson] is my predecessor in a
lot of ways. Mrs. McCree's legacy is one I
hope to carry on. She was there 110

Charlotte Johnson, '88

percent of the time for students. Where
their needs took her is where she went."
'Tm delighted to announce that
Charlotte Johnson has accepted the
position of Director of Academic
Services," Dean Jeffrey Lehman, '81, said
in announcing Johnson's hiring to the
Law School community. "This is the new,
more formal position that we created on
the occasion of Dares McCree's
retirement."

"Charlotte will take on a range of
duties," Lehman explained. "Loosely
defined, they include coordinating and
supervising MAP [Minority Affairs
Program] and other academic programs,
counseling students, and working with
faculty and administrators to ensure that
all students feel free to take advantage of
the considerable intellectual resources of
the School."
Continued on page 4
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Continued from page 3

Johnson was active in the Law School
as a student and continued her involvement
after graduation. As a student, she
participated in the Black Law Students
Association, MAP and other activities;
after graduation, as Vice President of the
Black Alumni Association, she found her
work with law students so rewarding that
it heavily influenced her decision to seek
her new job.
She knows well how a student
sometimes can feel isolated or
overwhelmed at law school. She also
understands how unanticipated financial
needs and other pressures can arise that
divert a student from his or her studies.
"There are services that I can provide or
direct students to which will help to
alleviate some stressful situations a
student may experience," she says.
"However, part of what students should
be learning here are the ways to manage
or deal with stress, since some form of
stress is an unavoidable element of many
aspects of the legal profession."
Much remains similar, but much also
has changed at the Law School since
Johnson (whom classmates will
remember as Charlotte Hawkins) was a
student. But her own accessibility and the
rapid spread of word that she has moved
into her office on the third floor of
Hutchins Hall have been fueling her own
skill as a quick study.
Two students stopped by midway
through Johnson's second morning to
discuss procedures for applying as
instructors for MAP, which Johnson will
oversee. Former classmate Susan Kalb
Weinberg, '88, Director of the Office of
Career Services, dropped by to say hello.
Assistant Professor of Law Deborah
Malamud, whose office on the third floor
of Hutchins Hall makes her a neighbor,
came by to introduce herself and to meet
Johnson. Clinical Assistant Professor of
Law Lance Jones, '89, whom Johnson had
known when they both were law
students, also came by to wish her well.
All this within three-quarters of
an hour.
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CONSTITUTION-MAKING
•

ill

OU

Africa

South Africa has
emerged from a time of legal
separation of the races to a time
of new equality guaranteed by a
new national constitution
adopted late last year and now the business of
nourishing this new, untried
constitution into a living,
flexible guideline for national
justice has begun.

That is the picture that participants in
the symposium on "Constitution-Making
in South Africa" drew during two days of
discussions at the Law School in March.
Sponsored by the Michigan Journal of Race
& Law, the symposium had financial
support from the Law School, the office
of Interim University of Michigan
President Homer A. Neal, the Andrew W
Mellon Foundation and Northwest
Airlines.
The symposium brought together
more than 30 prominent South Africans ,
including Nicholas Haysom, Legal
Advisor to South African President
Nelson Mandela, scholars from the
United States and elsewhere, and others.
Among them were three Law School
graduates: Firoz Cachalia, LL.M. '96,
Leader of the House in South Africa'.s

Assistant Professor of Law Peter]. Hammer, right, moderates discussion of "A Particular Vision of
Democracy: Electing a Parliament with Proportional Representation," during the symposium on
"Constitution-Making in South Africa" at the Law School in March. Panelists include,from left,
Z. A. Yacoob, a practicing advocate in Durban and advisor to the Constitutional Assembly;
Gay McDougall, Executive Director of the International Human Rights Law Group; and the
Hon. Dion Basson, Judge of the Labour Court of South Africa. Panel discussions at the symposium
were carried live on the Internet via the Law Schools web page and have been saved so that they
may be called up for listening by anyone with the appropriate computer hardware and software.
The Law Schools web page is at http://www.law.umich.edu.

Gauteng Province; Karthigasen Govender,
LL.M. '88, a member of the South African
Human Rights Commission and a
member of the faculty of law, University
of Natal-Durban; and Christina Murray,
LL.M. '81, Professor of Constitutional and
Human Rights Law, University of
Capetown (see story page 31).
Symposium sponsors also brought in
academic leaders from outside of South
Africa, including Japanese constitutional
scholar Nobuo Kumamota, LL.M. '64,
President of Hokkaigakuan University in
Sapporo, Japan.
"Much can change in 10 years,"
Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, said in his
welcoming remarks to participants. "In
1987, few if any would have predicted
that only a decade later, today, the world
would be filled with nations making a

transition to constitutional democracy.
And nobody would have predicted that
we would be ready to study South Africa
as an example of one way in which that
transition can be accomplished."
"The participants in this symposium
include many of the founding parents of
the new South Africa," Lehman noted.
'Twenty leaders have made the journey
from South Africa to Michigan, to have
this occasion to reflect on their
experience. They include members of the
provincial and national legislatures, the
legal advisors to President Mandela, to
the Executive Deputy Vice President,
and to the Minister of Justice, the South
African Consul General, judges and
members of the Human Rights
Commission, leaders of the National
Party and of the ANC [African National
Congress], practicing advocates, and
constitutional scholars from leading
universities of South Africa."
Indeed, Lehman noted, only a short
time ago some of the participants who
were sharing panel tables at the Law
School had been bitter enemies who
eschewed discussion with each other.
Z.M. Yacoob, a practicing advocate in
Durban who was a member of the Panel
of Independent Constitutional Experts
that advised South Africa's Constitutional
Assembly, laid out for participants the
overriding question that faced South
Africans who were trying to fashion a
new national constitution. Apartheid had
been maintained by law, he said, and that
showed how the law could be used to
defend injustice and make criminals of
those who fought for justice.
"The real difficulty" of moving beyond
South Africas apartheid society is
determining what parts of the old system
should be preserved and defended and
what parts should not be preserved because
they are "utterly indefensible," he said.
Parliament was supreme during the
apartheid era, but the new constitution
now is supreme, Yacoob said. "I don't
think it makes any difference if
Parliament is supreme or the constitution
is supreme. Those who struggle for justice

became criminals and could be taken out
of society The more efficient the law, the
greater the opportunity for struggle.
"Law is important for legal struggle, as
important for the maintenance of the new
South Africa as it was for the apartheid
regime."
"During apartheid," he noted later in
response to a question, "I worked less as
a lawyer and more as an activist because
I realized that that was the way that
society was going to change."
Added Thuli Madonsela, Deputy
Director of the Planning Unit of the
South African Ministry of Justice: "The
South African apartheid state used the
law as the instrument to maintain
apartheid. That made it more difficult
to resist."
"During apartheid it became very
difficult to see the law as being on your
side ... In my personal experience, the
average person I know has been to jail."
"The judiciary," she said, "became an
instrument for the administration of
apartheid rules as opposed to an instrument for the administration of justice."
Symposium participants discussed
many topics, among them: the
constitution-making process, elections
and representatives, cooperative
governance, gender equality and
indigenous law, the challenge of enforcing
positive economic and social rights,
judicial review, state security and the
future of South Africa.
'The South African experience has
important implications for nations across
Africa and across the globe, especially
nations torn by racial and ethnic
conflict," according to symposium
sponsors. "A decade ago, the obstacles to
a peaceful transition from apartheid to
democracy in South Africa seemed
insurmountable. Now South Africas
remarkable success in making an orderly
transition to constitutional democracy
may make other nations less reticent to
embark upon similar journeys."
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Bridging

ICS
and
alternative dispute
resolution-

Malpractice expert Asher Tilchin, '49,
tells first-year students that "I see the
profession of law as a calling, not just
a profession," dwing Bridge Week last
March. Tilchin is with Tilchin & Hall,
Farmington Hills. "Let me tell you,
what is good for the client is good for
you," he said.
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Thanks to the generosity of
alumnus Thomas Ford, '49,
the California real estate
developer whose gift last year
allowed the Law School to
launch one of the few
endowed programs in
alternative dispute resolution
(ADR) at a U.S. law school,
this years Bridge Week
program introduced first-year
law students to a variety of
ways to settle cases outside of
the courtroom. The ADR
portion of Bridge Week also
included a video prepared for
the program by practicing
attorneys who took part in an
unrehearsed mediation
prepared for Bridge Week.
The week of special classes
also included an emphasis on
ethics and ethical practices in
the legal profession. Bridge
Week was March 10-14,
immediately after Spring
Break.

ln the video, veteran
mediator Allyn D. Kantor, '64,
of Miller, Canfield, Paddock &
Stone in Ann Arbor, mediated
between Lore A. Rogers, '83,
representing a man whose son
died after an automobile
accident, and Richard A.
Soble, counsel for the car
repair firm that was being
sued. Rogers teaches at Wayne
State University Law School
and works as an advocate for
survivors of domestic
violence. Soble is with
Goodman, Eden, Millender &
Bedrosian in Detroit.
Students watched as the
attorneys, working through
Kantor, finally reached a
financial settlement that was a
compromise between their
original positions.
Throughout, Kantor as
mediator maintained
confidences that he had
promised yet still made each
attorney aware of the
opposing attorneys position.

BRIEFS

Faculty approve statement
of educational policy

He also sometimes gently
nudged the attorneys to move
toward compromise.
Bridge Week this year was
designed to introduce firstyear students to a variety of
methods of dispute resolution
and expose them to the kinds
of ethical problems they are
likely to encounter during
their first year of professional
practice, according to
Professor of Law Kent
Syverud, '81, who organized
the five days of special classes.
Syverud'.s fellow teachers for
the week included Asher N.
Tilchin, '49, of Tilchin & Hall
in Farmington Hills; The Hon.
Steven D. Pepe, '68, U.S.
Magistrate for the Eastern
District of Michigan; and
Charles W Borgsdorf, '69,
of Hooper, Hathaway, Price,
Beuche & Wallace in
Ann Arbor.
The classes are "intended to
inject a conscious focus on
professional responsibility and
alternative dispute resolution
as part of the larger
curriculum," Syverud said.
The topics can be further
explored in second- and thirdyear courses, he said.

Allyn D. Kantor, '64, explains his
role as mediator in the simulated
mediation proceeding that he
videotaped for Bridge Week with
Lore A. Rogers, '83, and Richard A.
Soble, who are seated to his right.
The simulation was part of Bridge
Weeks focus on Alternative Dispute
Resolution. Other parts of the
special week of classes in March
dealt with ethics.

The 17 faculty, staff and
student members of the Law
Schools Educational
Environment Committee have
devoted the past year to
encouraging communication
and understanding among
different groups within the
School. Efforts have ranged
from individual and small
group meetings and
discussion sessions to policy
proposals aimed at ensuring
the mutual respect that is
among the traditional
hallmarks of the Law School.
The committee, chaired by
Associate Dean Christina L.B.
Whitman, '7 4, issued a report
to the full faculty, which then
voted to adopt the following
statement of educational
policy:
"All members of the
community must be able to
participate fully in the life of
the Law School. Barriers to
full participation can take
many forms. Sometimes they
fall along lines of race, gender,
sexual orientation, and
religion. Sometimes they
reflect intolerance of certain
political beliefs or social
attitudes. These barriers can
take the form of explicit
conduct - such as rules of
exclusion, acts of violence or
intimidation, or anonymous
declarations of hostility. Far
more often, they are subtle such as silences (e.g., omissions
from the curriculum), failure
to treat others with respect, or
misunderstandings due to lack
of a shared culture.

"In order to best educate
our students, the Law School
must be a place for full and
frank discussion of difficult
issues. Law school classrooms
are places where ideas are
supposed to be expressed and
to be challenged, and policy
issues are supposed to be
appreciated for their
complexity. Discussions of this
sort may be painful and
uncomfortable for students
and faculty. For that reason,
it is important to ensure that
mutual respect and
attentiveness to diverse
perspectives are always a part
of the exchange of ideas."
To futher the newly
articulated policy, the faculty
identified five areas of special
commitment:
• New employees, when
hired, will be informed about
the School's commitment to
making its resources fully
available to all students.
• During orientation for
new students, the faculty will
discuss classroom dynamics,
including issues of mutual
respect.
• The School will continue
to work to increase the
diversity of the faculty
through new hiring.
• Administrators will be
encouraged to develop new
vehicles for community-wide
communication.
• Faculty members will be
encouraged to develop
innovative ways to support
wide-ranging discussions from
multiple perspectives within
their classes.
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Human(e) Rights Visiting Professor Christopher McCrudden, below,
Reader in Law, Oxford University and Fellow,
Lincoln College, Oxford, gestures to emphasize his
point during a discussion of "Pursuit of Social and
Economic Rights: Constructing a Human Rights
Practice" at the Law School in April. Right, other
panelists are, from 1ight: Roger Normand, Policy
Directo,; The Center for Economic and Social Rights
(CESR); Felix C. Morka, Executive Director of the
Social and Economic Rights Action Centre in Lagos,
Nigeria; and Chris Jochnick, co-founder with
Normand of CESR in 1993. CESR addresses poverty
as a human rights issue under international law.
The discussion was presented by the Michigan Law
and Development Society and the Law School and
co-sponsored by the Law School Student Senate
Speakers Committee, the Office of Public Service
and the Office of Student Affairs. Discussion focused
on issues of rights to health, housing, food,
education, a living wage and other basic needs as
emerging components of the concept of human
rights.

A Good Bet?Melanie Benjamin, Secretary for
the National Indian Gaming
Association and Treasurer of the
Minnesota Indian Gaming
Association, makes a point
during discussion of "Casino and
Indian Gaming" in March as
part of Native Ame,ican Law
Day at the Law School. At left
is panelist Angeline Matson,
a Sault Sainte Marie Chippewa
and a Central Michigan
University graduate student,
who discussed he,· analysis of the
National Gambling Impact and
Policy Commission Act of 1996.
Panelist Tom Foley, National
Indian Gaming Commissione,;
is not shown. The program,
sponsored by the Native
American Law Students
Association, was a lead-in event
to the annual Pow Wow at
Ann Arbor.
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progress report on clinical programs
Clinical programs at the
Law School have been growing
and enrolling more and more
students over the past few
years, a fact that put the Law
School ahead of the trend
reflected by the American Bar
Associations recent adoption
of a requirement that every
ABA-accredited school include
a clinical component in its
curriculum.
"The clinical program is big
enough now to require a great
deal of administrative
attention, which keeps me
busy in my new role," says
Suellyn Scarnecchia, '81,
whom Dean Jeffrey Lehman
named last summer to the
newly created position of
Associate Dean for Clinical
Affairs.
The Law Schools clinical
program includes six clinics
and has a budget of more than
$1 million, Scarnecchia told

more than 100 alumni from
southeastern Michigan who
were attending the Law
Schools first luncheon for area
alumni last March. The clinical
program includes: the
Michigan Clinical Law
Program for civil and criminal
law; the Child Advocacy Law
Clinic; Legal Assistance for
Urban Communities for
community economic
development law and other
non-litigaton matters; the
Environmental Law Clinic;
Criminal Appellate Defense;
and a new Poverty Law Clinic
associated with the Law
Schools new Poverty Law
Program. Some of the clinics
are operated in cooperation
with outside organizations like
the State Appellate Defender
Office, the National Wildlife
Federation and Legal Services
of Southeastern Michigan.

Several instructors on the
clinical faculty now have longterm contracts with the Law
School. Some instructors are
affiliated with the organization
that works with the Law
School to sponsor the clinic,
like Legal Services of
Southeastern Michigan.
Some 150 students each
year can enroll in a clinical
program, but that still makes
up only about half of each
graduating class, Scarnecchia
said. Student entry into the
program remains competitive.
"The hallmark of the clinical
program is that we place
students in the role of an
attorney," Scarnecchia said. 'The
student attorney actively gets an
introduction to legal skills that
he/she can't get in the
classroom, gets a chance to
practice public interest law, and
gets an opportunity to take on
the responsibilities of a lawyer.

"We do this in an
atmosphere that encourages
them and challenges them to
be reflective practitioners," she
said. The experience
encourages students "to think
about what kind of lawyers
they will be" and "to begin to
recognize the role of
interpersonal relations in the
practice of law"
Nationally, Scarnecchia said,
clinical programs have
expanded in many law schools.
Increasingly, students examine
a schools clinical offerings as
part of their decision about
where to go to law school.
As for students who have
clinical training, she said, "I
think after having a clinic they
have more confidence in their
abilities. They can reflect in
meaningful ways on
themselves and on their
careers."

Sue!lyn Scarnecchia, '81, Associate
Dean for Clinical Affairs, outlines the
growth of the Law School's clinical
offerings for a gathering of alumni
from southeastern Michigan at the
Law School in March. More than 100
alumni attended the first-of-its-kind
program.
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Affi mat1 e a tion
looms large
under the magnifying gl_
ass
Assistant Professor of Law Theodore
Shaw, on leave as Associate
Director/Counsel for the NAACP Legal
Defense Fund, decries the current
"distorted discourse" on affirmative
action during a panel discussion at the
Law School. At right is Michigan
Student Assembly President Fiona
Rose, who helped to moderate the
discussion, held as part of the
University of Michigan's Martin
Luther King Day Symposium
in]anua,y.

On Affirmative Action Ch1istopher Edley, Harvard Law School professor and an architect of President
Clinton's policy on affirmative action, discusses legal and political efforts to
roll back affirmative action during a visit to the Law School in February.
Edley, author of the recently published book, Not All Black and White:
Affirmative Action, Race and American Values, also spoke the same day for
a University-wide audience. His visit was sponsored by the Black Law Student
Alliance, Black Undergraduate Law Association and the African-American
Programming Task Force.
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Law students got to
examine both the maturation
of affirmative action and the
strategizing that goes into
defending it during separate
programs at the law School
during the Spring Term.
As part of the annual Martin
Luther King Day Symposium
last January, panelists
presented a program at the
law School called "Affirmative
Action in the Academy:
Safeguarding the Gains Made."
later in the term, Visiting
Professor Mark Rosenbaum,
strategist for litigation against
Californias Proposition 209,
outlined the strategies that
had gone into fighting the
voter initiative up to the time
of his talk in February
Panelists in the Martin
Luther King Day Symposium

"We made it a very, very fact~laden
case. This isn't about whether
affirmative action is good or bad.
Reasonable people can disagree."

program agreed on the goals
of affirmative action but
differed on the need for
special programs to
accomplish those aims.
Theodore M. Shaw, Assistant
Professor of Law on leave as
Associate Director/Counsel for
the NAACP legal Defense
Fund, decried the "distorted
discourse" on the "small,
modest remedy" that is
affirmative action. He argued
that race-conscious affirmative
action is still necessary, but
that the problem of race has
metastasized co the point chat
a broader approach is
necessary.
'Just as WE.B. DuBois said
that the problem of the
twentieth century will be the
color line, I think it is pretty
clear that the problem of the
twenty-first century will be
the class line," Shaw
predicted. "If we don't find a
way to solve the problem of
economic inequality. .. it will
tear the fabric of this nation
apart."
But B. Joseph White, Dean
of the University of Michigan
School of Business Administration and Professor of
Business, said that "affirmative
action has been dead for quite
some time now [and] only
recently has it been publicly
buried."
However, he said, that does
not mean that the goals of
affirmative action are being
ignored. Business leaders have

known for many years that
diverse workforces improve
business and for that reason
many companies have strived
for the same goals as
affirmative action. Similarly,
he said, academic leaders
believe that increasing the
numbers of underrepresented
minorities among students,
faculty and staff improves the
academic setting.
Dennis Hayashi, Director of
the Office for Civil Rights of
the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, also was
on the panel.
In his talk in February,
Rosenbaum described the care
that went into writing
Proposition 209, which uses
the words of the Civil Rights
Act to prohibit the state from
granting preferential treatment
to anyone based on "race, sex,
color, ethnicity or national
origin." A Visiting Professor at
the Law School since 1993,
Rosenbaum was staff counsel
for the American Civil
liberties Union from 1974-84.
"Nowhere does the
proposal mention affirmative
action," he said. "Who can
argue against a nondiscrimination measure? How
do you argue against it?
"You have to go to the
effects. Discrimination already
is illegal. This is an empty gift.
You have to strip this down as
lawyers. You have to look at
what is happening here."
'The only losers here are
non-whites and women,
because they are the only
groups who are getting
preferential treatment," he said.
Acknowledging that "if you

make this an up or down vote
on affirmative action you're
going to lose," he said the
litigation strategy was to
compile "tons of evidence"
that discrimination exists and
how it works.
"We made it a very, very
fact-laden case. This isn't
about whether affirmative
action is good or bad.
Reasonable people can
disagree.
"What is this case about? Its
about access to government.
Its about a fair fight."
For tactical reasons,
Rosenbaum and his team filed
their case in San Francisco,
where the police and fire
departments and the school
system had been found guilty

of discrimination and had been
forced to hire women and
minorities. "The message is: If
209 goes into effect none of these
things can happen."
Proposition 209 was approved
by Califomias voters last
November, but it was not in
effect at the time of Rosenbaum's
talk in Feburary. But in April the
9th Circuit Court of Appeals
ruled that there is "no doubt"
that Proposition 209 is
constitutional and ordered that a
lower court injunction against it
be lifted. Federal Judge Thelton
Henderson last December had
issued a preliminary injunction
to maintain the status quo of
affirmative action programs at
Califomias state universities.

Access for Everyone? From left, Temple University Professor of Law Nolan Bowie, William and Mmy
College Professor of Law Trotter Hardy and Carey Heckman of Stanford
University, a Visiting Professor in Fall Tenn 1996, discuss "Internet Universal
Access: Myth or Reality?" during the symposium on "Redefining Access to
Information: Power, Politics, Law, and the New Technology" in April. Other
symposium topics included "Using the Internet as a Political Tool," "Infonnation
and Communications Policy," "Cybertorts and Other lnjuries Online" and
"Commercial Use of the Internet: No More Spam?" The symposium was
sponsored by the Michigan Telecommunications and Technology Law Review
in conjunction with The Park Foundation. Audio recordings of the symposium
discussions are available to those with the appropriate computer hardware and
software through the journal's web site: http://www.law.umich.edu/mtt!r. The site
also is accessible through the Law School's web site at http://www.law.umich.edu.
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Help Needed William Julius Wilson, left, Malcolm Wiener
Professor of Social Policy at the John f Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard University and
author of the recently published book The Truly
Disadvantaged, outlines the devastating effects of
poverty and unemployment as hey note speaker for
the 19th annual Butch Carpenter Scholarship
Banquet in April. Wilson, an opponent of cun-ent
welfare refonn, advocates public/private funding of
a program similar to the depresson-era programs
to provide jobs and training for impoverished
ghetto dwellers. The annual banquet is named for
Alden]. "Butch" Carpente,; a Law School student
who tried to help economically depressed
communities but died before graduation. "lf Butch
Carpenter were alive today, I'm sure that he would
ve1y strongly agree that as a nation there are
things that we cannot and must not tolerate,"
Wilson said. The annual Butch Carpenter ·
Scholarship winner was first -year law student
Camille C. Logan; mnnemp was first-year law
student Gerard f Brien-e. The annual banquet and
scholarships are sponsored by the Blac/1 Law
Students Alliance.

The Constitution and
the WorldLouis Henken, left, Columbia University
Law School Professor Eme1itus, answers
a listeners question as Michael A. Helle,;
Assistant Professor of Law and
coonlinator of the Inter-national Law
Worl1shop, right, moderates. Although
states soon may raise the issue of states'
1ights vis-a-vis international relations,
"my own view is that foreign affairs will
remain a federal monopoly," Henlien
said in his tal/1 on "Constitutional Issues
in Foreign Affairs." Henlien, who also
separately addressed the Law School
faculty on "The War Powers Resolution:
To Repeal, Amend or Let Lie," was one
of seven speakers in the lntemational
Law Worl1sl10p dwing the Spring Term.
Other speal1ers were: Eleonora
Zielinsha, ·of the Institute of Penal Law,
Warsaw University School of Law;
Nuala Mole, Director of the AIRE
(Advice on Individual Rights in Europe)
Cente1; London; Dinah L. Shelton,
Professor of Law, Notre Dame Law
School; Gennady M. Dannilenlw, head
of the Center for lntemational Law,
Russian Academy of Sciences, Institute
of State and Law; and Visiting Professor
Christopher Mccrudden, Reader in Law,
Oxford University and Fellow, Lincoln
College, Oxford.
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Former prosecutor, defense attorney join forces
"Meet Andrea Lyons
Favorite Prosecutor." Seems an
impossible promise, doesn't it?
Anyone who knows Lyon,
Assistant Clinical Professor of
Law, defense attorney and
winner of the National Legal
Aid and Defender
Associations Reginald Heber
Smith Award as the country's
best advocate for the poor,
would think so. After all,
prosecutors more often are
fodder than friends to the
feisty Lyon.
But thats what the flyer
advertising their program
promised: "Meet Andrea
Lyon's Favorite Prosecutor."
And there they were, Lyon
and former Cook County
prosecutor Henry Lazzaro,

sitting in the Lawyers Club
Lounge swapping stories of
their competitive, respectful
past. For example, they fondly
recalled the capital case in
which Lyon had inherited a
sketchy defense from her
predecessor and Lazzaro
revealed exculpatory material
she would have never
otherwise known about in the
midst of trial. The judge
declared a mistrial. The
defendant later was convicted
on an unrelated armed
robbery charge.
Lazzaro left the prosecutors
office in 1989 after 13 years
and now practices with
Lazzaro & Lazzaro in the
Chicago suburb of Waukegan.
Lyon, a veteran of the Cook

County Public Defender
Office and founder of the
Illinois Capital Resource
Center, faced off against
Lazzaro enough to measure
him as a formidable, alwaysethical opponent.
He lived up to that
measure in answering
questions from students
during the lunch-time
program with Lyon in
February that was presented
by the Office of Public Service.
"What l think doesn't
matter," he told a questioner
who wondered where his
personal feelings stop and his
professionalism begins. "What
those 12 people [of the jury]
think is what matters."
"The prosecutor has an

ethical duty to be sure that the
defendant gets a fair trial ,"
he said. "My personal opinion
has to be subservient to the
interest of my client. "
Usually, he told another
questioner, if you oppose
capital punishment you cannot
be a good prosecutor in a state
that has the death penalty
Lazzaro and Lyon also
encouraged students who are
interested in prosecution or
defense work to seek out
clerkships to get a taste of
these parts of the profession.
When hiring time comes,
"people who had clerked had
a great advantage," Lyon said.
"You can start knocking on the
door now and it gives them the
chance to look at you."

Assistant Clinical Professor of Law
Andrea Lyons "favorite prosecuto,; "
Hemy Lazzaro, right, answers a
students question during a midday
program that he and Lyon presented
at the Law School
in Februmy. Lyon is seated
beyond Lazzaro.
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How much can a state
regulate the use of land before
it must pay the landowner for
the property rights the owner
has lost? This thorny question
of "takings" stalks
environmental regulations like
a ghost - whether a ghost
that comes to life or not is a
question that judges are
deciding more and more
often.
For close to 90 minutes,
two opposing attorneys in a
Michigan case that has drawn
national attention detailed
their positions in a debate at
the law School sponsored by
the Environmental law
Society In one corner: James
M. Olson, LL.M. '77, of
Olson, Noonan, Ursa &
Riussmuth, counsel to the
Michigan Environmental
Council; in the opposing
corner, David E. Pierson, of
Dickinson, Wright, Moon, Van
Dusen & Freeman and
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counsel to the Michigan
Association of Realtors.
Both lawyers have been
involved as amicus curiae in
K&K Construction Inc. v.

Department of Natural
Resources, which involves a
developer who has been
denied a permit from the
state to build a restaurant in a
28-acre area that the state
designates as a wetland. The
wetland is part of a 55-acre
parcel, which in turn adjoins
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nearly 29 acres in three other
parcels in which the same
owner has an interest.
At the time of their debate
in March, the case was
pending before the Michigan
Supreme Court for leave to
appeal. The state had lost in
the Court of Claims at the trial
level and in its appeal to the
Court of Appeals.
"I think [the case] is
motivated more by ideology
than it is by legal precedent,"
Olson said. "It is undermining
all levels of regulation in the
state of Michigan. What has
happened is that property has
been raised to a higher level of
protection than life."
Noting that the trial court
"took a fact-based approach
and looked to the uses that
the owner could make of his
property," Pierson said that
"from a property owner's
perspective this is precisely
the decision that should be

reached in this case."
The two lawyers agreed
that the U.S. Supreme Court
ruling ih the 1992 Lucas v.
S. C. Coastal Council case need
not have been used by the
Michigan Court of Appeals to
decide K&K Construction. In
Lucas, the Supreme Court
held that a regulation
depriving a parcel of all
economically beneficial use
constitutes a taking unless it
abates a common law
nuisance.
"Since wetlands regulations
often require land to be kept
in its natural state, they
deprive the owner of all
economically productive use
of at least some part of the
land," Assistant Professor of
law Michael Heller noted in
his introduction to the debate.
"To what extent might Lucas
invalidate such regulations?
When is part of a parcel
designated as a wetland to be
regarded as the whole for
takings analysis? In other
words, what is the
denominator against which
Through Feminist Eyes Christina L.B. Whitman, 74, Associate
we measure whether a loss is
Dean for Academic Affairs, Professor of a deprivation of 100 percent
Law and Womens Studies and the first
of lands value 1 "
woman to join the University of
"So far, the U.S. Supreme
Michigan Law School faculty, discusses
Court has left it up to lower
the teaching offeminist and gender
issues with feminist law students from
state and federal courts to
the University of Berlin (Humboldt) in
figure out this 'denominator'
February during the students' three-week
problem. And this is just one
fact-finding tour of U.S. law schools.
of several conundra raised by
Feminist legal studies are rare in
the Lucas decision," Heller
German law schools, as are female
professors. The students also visited law
concluded. "One might also
schools at UCLA, Harvard, NYU,
puzzle about whether
Columbia, Cardozo, Yale, Georgetown
wetlands regulations prevent a
and American universities. Their visit to
common-law nuisance and
the University of Michigan Law School
whether a landowner who
was coordinated by the Intematonal
and Graduate Office, the Journal of
buys land when it is already
Gender and Law, the Michigan Journal regulated should be entitled to
of International Law, and the Women
challenge the regulation as a
Law Students Association.
deprivation of investmentbacked expectations."
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Winning Argument Below, Aloe Giscard Romain, 3L,
addresses the court while his co-counsel
for the petitioner, Hardy Vieux, 3L, listens
at left, as part of the winning a,gument in
the 73rd Annual Henry M. Campbell
Moot Court Competition in April. At right
are Jennifer L. Duding, 3L, and Tracy L.
Gonos, 3L, counsel for the respondent in
the competition. In the photo at left, the
Hon. Diane P. Wood, Judge of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit,
questions counsel during the competition.
Other members of the three-judge panel
are the Hon. David S. Tatel of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the D.C. Cin:uit and
the Hon. Julian A. Cook, Jr. of the U.S.
District Court for the Eastern District
of Michigan.
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Graduation is a family affair
A Law School graduation is
very much about families, as
anyone who has attended
knows. You can watch the
generations that surround the
graduates - the parents and
grandparents of graduates; the
spouses and contemporary
well-wishers; the young
children, some graduates'
children, some younger
siblings, some of whom
someday also may walk across
the stage as Law School
graduates.
The Law Schools May 10
commencement became a
special reminder of the family
ties that bind graduation as
two fathers with special ties to
the Law School waited on
stage to congratulate their

graduating sons. And later, as
the line of graduates neared
the end, the father of a
graduate who had missed his
own commencement walked
across the stage - in full cap
and gown - behind his
daughter and her fiance.
University of Michigan
President Lee C. Bollinger, a
former Dean of the Law
School, sat quietly on stage
until his son, Lee C. Bollinger,
began moving across the stage
to shake the hand of Dean
Jeffrey Lehman, '81. President
Bollinger stood and moved a
few steps forward, and he and
his son embraced in
congratulations before the
younger Bollinger resumed
his way.

Elsewhere on the stage,
Paul G. Kauper Professor of
Law Douglas A. Kahn also sat
quietly, awaiting the turn for
his son, Jeffrey Hodges Kahn,
to walk across the stage.
When he did, Kahn the
teacher rose to meet Kahn the
former student for a
handshake and hug of
congratulation and to present
to him the certificate that
graduates receive.

Clockwise, from left: Detroit
Mayor Dennis Archer delivers
the commencement address;
graduate Lauren Francis
reflects the exuberance that
accompanies successful
completion of three years of
law school study; and
Norman Zilber, '56, who
finally made his own
commencement walk across
the stage 41 years after
graduating, chats with his
daughter, Gayle, and her
fiance, Steven Young, after
their graduation. Zilber
followed the pair across the
stage of Hill Auditorium as
part of Law School
commencement ceremonies
in May.
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And near the end of the
line, engaged couple Steven
Douglas Young and Gayle
Kundo1 Zilber came across the
stage together, followed by
Zilber's father Norman, who
had missed his own
commencement in 1956
because he was studying for
the bar examination.
The name of Norman
Zilber, '56, who practices with
Bancroft & McAlister in San
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Francisco, did not appear in
the printed commencement
program. He said afterward
that the idea of taking part in
his daughter's graduation had
come from Dean Lehman as
they talked during Zilber'.s
visit to the Law School last fall
for his 40th class reunion.
Gayle Zilber's followup work
put the pieces together
for him.
As for graduating spousesto-be Gayle Zilber and Steven
Young, they said they met at
orientation, became engaged
last fall and have set Sept. 7 as
their wedding date. Meanwhile,
they're headed for work at the
same firm, Fenwick and West,
in Palo Alto.
In another surprise part of
the program, two graduates,
violist David Bray Hobbie and
pianist Ilann Margalit Maazel,
teamed up to perform the
Vivace from Brahms' Sonata
for Viola and Piano in f minor,
op. 120, no. 1. As Lehman
noted in introducing them,

"the Class of 1997 is a class of
many talents, and those
talents extend well beyond the
analysis of judicial opinions."
"Each of his years in law
school, string musician David
Hobbie offered his services for
auction at the Student Funded
Fellowships Auction, which
led to three additional
performance opportunities to
add to his previous concerts
in places such as Woods Hole,
Massachusetts, and Silver
Spring, Maryland,"
Lehman said. "And pianist
Hann Maazel'.s service to his
fellow classmates today follows
on the heels of previous
performances at places such as
the Kerrytown Concert House
in Ann Arbor and Lincoln
Center in New York."
In his commencement
address, Detroit Mayor Dennis
Archer congratulated the
graduates on moving into the
"world of tremendous
prestige, privilege and
responsibility" that follows

graduation from the
University of Michigan Law
School, but he also offered a
"reality check" to remind them
that the test of a lawyer lies in
"how we treat the person who
has no position to hold" [and]
"how we respond to the call of
a person who has no power to
command us. As lawyers, it is
not how we treat the rich, but
rather, what attitude we take
toward the poor."
"There is so much you can
do with a law degree, whether
you try a case or not," he said.
Much of what draws attention
in our time comes from legal
work, he said, citing cases like
the Rodney King and O .j.
Simpson trials and the
tobacco industry and
presidential immunity and
assisted suicide issues.
And he offered some
down-to-earth tips:
• Return telephone calls
the day you receive them if
possible.
• If you are away from the

Graduating law students Jessica Lind, D.]. Sardella and Christopher Taylor complete address
forms during Senior Celebration in April so that the Law School can remain in contact with
them after their graduation. Senior Celebration participants also receive lists of Law School
alumni who are living and working in the areas the students plan to move to after graduation.

office for a day, call back.
• Be on time - and early,
if possible.
• Get up from your chair
and go to the waiting room
and greet your client, new or
old.
• Keep a clean desk so
your client feels that the only
thing you have to do is to
service his or her needs.
• Be polite and talk in
plain language.
• Put your fee arrangement in writing - and charge
a reasonable fee.
• Have a diary system so
that your cases cross your
desk at least every 30 days,
if not more frequently.
• Keep a visible list of
time deadlines.
• Get malpractice
insurance.
"You all have been given
the best education possible,"
Archer said. "You are some of
the brightest stars in America.
We need you."
Graduate Kathleen Allen,
who served as Law School
Student Senate President and
twice won the Marie Hartwig
Award as the University of
Michigan'.s best intramural
athlete, advised that "we must
stick our neck out, not only in
service to others, but in
redeeming a profession held
in contempt by too many
Americans. We can do so by
living a life of integrity, in our
jobs and in our daily lives. We
can also do so by giving back
to society through pro bono
or public interest work.
"We are fortunate that this
world is not a perfect place.
If it were, we would not be
needed. But we are needed,
and we must give back to
society all that we can with
Continued on page 18
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PreviewAssistant Professor Steven P. Croley,
left, lectures in a demonstration class
as part of" Preview Weekend for
future Law School students.
Participants in the Law School's two
Preview Weekends, hosted by the
Admissions Office in March and in
April, visited classrooms, met with
f acuity, toured the Law School and
acquainted themselves with Law
School life. The weekends also
included sessions on careers and
public interest work. A total of more
than 150 students participated in the
two weekends. The weekends give
students who have been admitted but
not yet committed to attending a
chance to explore and learn of the
Law School first-hand.

Continued from page 17

the power that this degree
confers upon us in order to
leave this world in a little
better position than when we
arrived in it."
In his comments to
graduates, Dean Lehman
noted that "you have come to
see that good and admirable
people may hold different and
inconsistent perspectives on a
complex problem. But you
must not be content with that
insight. You must take it and
use it to make choices, to
develop nuanced ideals and
reflective commitments of
your own.
"You must use it to decide
what you truly believe, why
you believe it, where your
doubts lie, and how you feel
conflicted. When you know
yourself to be more than just a
sophisticated spokesperson for
the ideals of others, then good
lawyers will you be."
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Bates winners work in three regions of the world
The Scholarships and
Awards Committee has
awarded five Clara BelfieldHenry Bates law Student
Overseas Fellowships for
study and/or work abroad.
The fellowship winners will
work in Africa, Europe and
Palestine. The winners are:
• Pascale Charlot, '97, to
work at a labor law internship
this summer in Namibia in an
assignment developed in
conjunction with the African
Business Development
Corporation.
• David R. Karasik, '97, to
spend this summer at Birzeit
University law Center helping
students prepare research
papers and draw statutes on
banking law in Palestine.
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• Timothy R. MacDonald,
'97 , for a six-month internship
that began last March with
South Africa's Legal Resources
Council.
• Peter J. Schwartz, '97, to
study restitution laws in the
Czech Republic for four
months beginning this
October.
• Pamela Shifman, '96, for
an October 1996-May 1997
internship with the
Reproductive Rights Alliance
in South Africa.
The Clara Belfield-Henry
Bates Overseas Student Travel
Fellowships, endowed by
Helen Bates Van Thyne, are
available competitively for
law School graduates and
students with two or more
years of law study Applicants
may seek grants to pursue
legal studies abroad or
independently designed

research projects or to accept
professional internships in
foreign countries.
"The Clara Belfield-Henry
Bates Overseas Student Travel
Fellowships fund is an
absolutely wonderful resource
that makes it possible for our
students with international
and comparative interests to
carry out projects, such as
legal internships or research
studies, in other countries,"
says Virginia Gordan,
Assistant Dean for
International Programs.
"We have many students
who are eager for exposure to
legal institutions overseas and
the Bates Fund makes this
exciting opportunity
financially feasible for those
who are selected to receive
awards."
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Jessup International Moot Court Team
members, from left, include: Eiinn Weeks,
Paul Bavier, coach Bryan Walters,
Miriam Moore and Jeff Silver.

Jessup team

Wlll
regional
competition
As always, the case presented for the
Jessup International Moot Court
competitions was a thorny one on the
cutting edge of world issues. This time it
involved thousands of children who had
fled a volcanic eruption in one country
for safety in another country; then, after
the volcanic danger had passed, many
found themselves separated from their
parents and living in the host country,
sometimes with families that wanted to
adopt them.
But their home country passed a law
outlawing such adoptions and ordering
the children to be returned. Complicate
this with issues like a cigarette trade
cessation, and you have the makings for
the case that occupied four Law School
students, their coach and their faculty
advisor for the Fall Term and part of the
Spring Term. The work paid off when the
Law School team won the regional
competition at the University of Toledo
Law School in February
By winning a coin toss, the Law
School team got to choose whether to
argue the applicants or respondents case.
Team members chose the applicants
rather than the respondent's side,
although two team members had
prepared for each position.

"I had a gut feeling that it was better to
come out and argue forcefully for the
return of the children. That put us on the
offensive," said team coach Bryan Walters,
2L, a member of the Law School team
that had won the previous years
Jessup regionals.
"When you're the applicant you set the
issues, you set the tone. The respondents
respond to you," added team member
Erinn Weeks, 2L, who paired with firstyear law student Paul Bavier to argue
the position.
Team members earned their spots
through competitive brief writing and
oral arguments early last fall. The rest of
the Fall Term went into research and brief
writing, followed by preparation of their
oral argument. "It was a major endeavor,"
said Walters, who complimented
Professor of Law Jose Alvarez for his help
in advising the team.
Team member Jeff Silver, l l, won
third place for speaking, and Bavier
captured a fourth place award. The teams
brief won a third place award.
Silver, who had done international tax
work for 10 years before entering the Law
School, said he was drawn to the
competition because it is open to firstyear students. He said he does not plan to
practice internatonal law - but he will ·
be back with the Jessups next year as
coach.
The annual competition is sponsored
by the International Law Students
Association and co-sponsored by the
American Society of International Law
(ASIL) and the European Law Students
Association. Regional winners competed
in the international finals in April in

conjunction with ASII..s annual meeting at
Washington, D.C.
In other competition involving Law
School students, Jessup team alternate
Randi Vickers, ll, and Jill Basinger, 2L,
won first place in the annual Law School
Client Counseling Competition in
February.
"Contracts" was the subject for this
years competition, in which law students,
acting as attorneys, interviewed a person
playing the role of a client and then
explained how they would proceed in the
situation.
Patrick Curley, 3L, and Saretta
Coomes, 3L, were runnersup. Honorable
mentions went to the team of Freeman
Farrow, 3L, and Nicole Vercruysse, 2L,
and the team of Benjamin Hodgson, 3L,
and Ellen Bass, 3L.
David Baum, '89, Special Assistant to
Associate Dean for Student Affairs Susan
M. Eklund, '73, organized the
competition and advised the winning
team in its subsequent participation in
the regional competition, which took
place in London, Ontario, Canada.
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